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Abstract
A critical issue in wireless sensor networks is represented by the 
limited availability of energy within network nodes; therefore 
making good use of energy is a must. A widely employed energy-
saving technique is to place nodes in sleep mode, corresponding 
to a low-power consumption as well as to reduced operational 
capabilities. In this work, we develop aMarkov model of a 
sensor network whose nodes may enter a sleep mode, and we 
use this model to investigate the system performance in terms of 
energy consumption, network capacity, and data delivery delay. 
Furthermore, the proposed model enables us to investigate the 
trade-offs existing between these performance metrics and the 
sensor dynamics in sleep/active mode. Analytical results present 
an excellent matching with simulation results for a large variety 
of system scenarios showing the accuracy of our approach. 
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I. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks consist of large numbers of sensors 
that act cooperatively to provide “usable chunks of predigested 
information rather than a confusing wash of number” [6]. A 
WSN provides refined information, i.e. it processes the raw data 
collected by individual sensors before presenting it to the user. This 
amounts to providing a service or a collection of services based 
on sensor capabilities and on the underlying communications 
infrastructure. Due to their vast array of applications, WSNs have 
been viewed from different perspectives and standpoints. Given 
the sensor capabilities, the next step is to have an operating system 
running on a sensor node. Such system has very restricted available 
resources but still has to provide required functionality and support 
for application development [4]. Some of the examples include 
TinyOS [1] and EYES [2]  projects. The emphasis on (refined) data 
leads to a view of WSNs as a distributed database (a data-centric 
view). An example is TinyDB [3], a query processing system 
for extracting information from a network of TinyOS sensors. 
TinyDB provides a simple query language to specify required data. 
Given the query, TinyDB collects that data from sensor nodes, 
filters it, aggregates it together, and routes it out. Interestingly, the 
distributed nature of WSNs and the corresponding service-centric 
view have many similarities with web services. Indeed, WSNs and 
web services are on “opposite” sides of the network applications 
spectrum; however, it is still feasible to provide WSN services 
within the framework of web services. The pervasive nature 
ofWSNs, combined with the service-centric view, represent an 
excellent real-world example of pervasive computing where web 
services could be used to seamlessly access WSN services. This is, 
in fact, what motivated our service-centric view of WSNs. WSN 
performance traditionally has been based on power consumption 
[8]. While power is certainly one of the most important and 
limiting factors, there are other performance issues. In the service-
centric view, a Quality of Service (QoS) and mission oriented 
performance evaluation may take precedence over power-based 
performance measures. Security issues and service availability 
are other important aspects [12].

II. Related Work
A large amount of research on sensor networks has been recently 
reported, ranging from studies on network capacity and signal 
processing techniques, to algorithms for traffic routing, topology 
management and channel access control. From the energy 
consumption viewpoint, an effective technique is to place sensors 
in sleep mode during idle periods [10]. The benefits of using 
sleep modes at the MAC layer are presented in [2], where the 
authors describe the so-called PAMAS scheme that allows a node 
to turn off its RF apparatus when it overhears a packet that is not 
destined for it. The work in [3, 11-12], propose wake-up scheduling 
schemes at the MAC layer which wake up sleeping nodes when they 
need to transmit/receive, thus avoiding a degradation in network 
connectivity or quality of service provisioning. Relevant to our 
work are also the numerous network layer schemes that address 
the problem of data routing in the case where some network nodes 
may be sleeping. With regard to analytical studies, results on the 
capacity of large stationary ad hoc networks are presented in (note 
that sensor networks can be viewed as large ad hoc networks). In 
two network scenarios are studied: one including arbitrarily located 
nodes and traffic patterns, the other one with randomly located 
nodes and traffic patterns. The case of tree-like sensor networks 
is studied in [9], where the authors present optimal strategies for 
data distribution and data collection, and analytically evaluate 
the time performance of their solution. An analytical approach to 
coverage and connectivity of sensor grids is introduced in. The 
sensors are unreliable and fail with a certain probability leading 
to random grid networks. Results on coverage and connectivity 
are derived as functions of key parameters such as the number 
of nodes and their transmission radius. The results of the models 
discussed above and the techniques used there do not directly 
apply to our model, which focuses on randomly located sensors 
sending data to a unique destination and operating in sleep or active 
mode. Finally, relevant to our work is the Markov model of the 
sensor sleep/active dynamics developed in. The model predicts 
the sensor energy consumption; by acquiring this information for 
each sensor, a central controller constructs the network energy 
map representing the energy reserves available in the various parts 
of the system. Note that in  only the single node is represented 
by a Markov chain, while the network energy status is derived 
via simulation.

III. System Description and Assumptions
We consider a network composed of N stationary, identical sensor 
nodes. Sensors are uniformly distributed over a disk Sink.

Fig. 1: Network Topology of the Refrence Scenario
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Fig. 1. Network topology of the reference scenario of unit radius 
in the plane. The sink node collecting all information gathered 
by the sensors is located at the center of the disk. An example of 
network topology is shown in fig. 1, in the case of N = 400. We 
assume that all nodes have a common maximum radio range r and 
are equipped with omni directional antennas. Nodes can choose an 
arbitrary transmit power level for each data transmission, provided 
that their transmission range does not exceed r. Also, we consider 
network topologies such that for any sensor there exists at least 
one path connecting the sensor to the sink. The information sensed 
by a network node is organized into data units of fixed size that 
can be stored at the sensor in a buffer of infinite capacity; the 
buffer is modeled as a centralized FIFO queue. Sensors cannot 
simultaneously transmit and receive; the time is divided into 
time slots of unit duration and the transmission/reception of each 
data unit takes one time slot. The wireless channel is assumed 
to be error-free, although our model could be easily extended to 
represent a channel error process. Further assumptions on sensors 
behavior, traffic routing and channel access control are introduced 
below

IV. System Model
In this section, we present our modeling approach to analyze 
the behavior of the sensor network described in Section III. Our 
model consists of three building blocks that will be described and 
validated separately:

The sensor model1. 
The network model2. 
The interference model 3. 

The overall solution is obtained by means of a Fixed Point 
Approximation (FPA) procedure in which the three blocks 
interact by exchanging various parameters along a closed loop 
till a final equilibrium is reached. The fixed point procedure 
will be explained in detail in Section IV-D. In Section IV-E, we 
describe the performance metrics that can be obtained by solving 
the proposed model.

Fig. 1: Communication in the Proposed Model

V. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we considered a sensor network where nodes send 
their data to a sink node by using multihop transmissions. To save 
energy, sensors alternate between two operational modes: sleep 

and active mode. While in sleep mode sensors consume lower 
power, their functional capabilities are also reduced. We developed 
an analytical model which enables us to investigate the trade-offs 
existing between energy saving and system performance, as the 
sensors dynamics in sleep/active mode vary. We were able to 
analytically derive several performance metrics, among which the 
distribution of the data delivery delay. By comparing analytical and 
simulation results we validated our model and showed the good 
accuracy of the proposed approach. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first analytical model that specifically represents the 
sensor dynamics in sleep/active mode, while taking into account 
channel contention and routing issues. The model could be easily 
modified to take into account some aspects that have not been 
addressed in this work and that can be interesting subject of 
future research. For instance, a model of the error process over 
the wireless channel can be included and some of the assumptions 
that we made while developing the analytical model, such as those 
on infinite buffer capacity or on the data generation process at the 
network nodes, can be modified. Furthermore, we point out that the 
model can be extended to describe various aspects in the design of 
sensor networks, such as data aggregation or backpressure traffic 
mechanisms. Finally, cluster-based network architectures as well 
as the case where the network topology varies because some of 
the sensors run out of energy and die, could be studied.
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